ORIGINAL EMAIL

(NB: If the linked documents don’t open, try with:

From: Hughes, Ceri [MY LINE MANAGER]
Sent: 08 May 2007 11:32
To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject: Desk space
Hi Noelle
Hope you managed to get a little bit of rest, at least, this weekend.

TRANSLATION: After we have ended nearly a whole month of cutting you off from ALL the internal
sites (from 30 Mar 07 until 23 Apr 07: sections 3.4 and 4 KPMG pg) e.g.


my exchange of emails with Jeanette Dunworth, HR, between 30 Mar and 5 Apr 07;



my 11 Apr 07-9h49 email to Hannah-Maria Talbot;



my 17.04.07-10h44 email to Serena Patching, IT, capturing many printscreens as examples of
the sites I could not access;



my 17.04.07-16h59 email to Patching returning a spreadsheet she had asked me to fill in, in
which I identified many other sites;



my 01.05.07- 10h27 email to IT that I can now access the sites.

…but nonetheless, to continue getting our sadistic kicks, my partner in the criminal psychological
harassment regime, Peter Bassett, made you sign a 23 Apr 07 letter ‘agreeing to be barred
from accessing the Internet’ (section 4.2 KPMG pg). HaHaHaHa! Such fun!
Looking at the state we had reduced you to in April (e.g. Header 4.4 of my 17.01.08 Grievance;
section 4.1 KPMG pg), we were convinced that we had managed to break you.
And, to help us, in particular our most revered masters Andrew David Ladsky and the other
‘brothers’ (Persecution # 6), in getting you out of the way for good (section 5.2 KPMG pg; my
Comments in my 14.02.07 Draft Notes of the 13 Feb meeting with Peter Bassett and Jeanette
Dunworth) (sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 KPMG pg)…
…we threw as many hooks as we could at you (section 5 KPMG pg; my summary in the
08.05.07 email from BUPA Wellness KPMG (that includes references to other events).
Tough one, heh? Wait for the next instalments – starting with the one detailed in the below
paragraph.
Let’s see for how long you are going to be able to stand-up to all of us – including our dear
friends, in the context of the ongoing claim against you:


the judiciary and staff in West London County Court (Overview # 11) (NB: KPMG was carrying
out an assignment for the “Board of the new Ministry of Justice”);



Andrew David Ladsky and his solicitors, Portner and Jaskel (Overview # 10 & # 11).

(Hughes was always ready to assist KPMG in anyway she could. Other example: ‘her’ 14.12.07
highly threatening letter to me).
In order to help us work more closely together, and whilst Peter still searches for somewhere for us all to
co-locate together, I've arranged for you to have a hot desk over here 2-3 days a week. I hope this suits
you.

As discussed under Header 9.4 of my 17.01.08 Grievance – and covered under section 6(3)
KPMG pg - the objective of doing this was to humiliate me and demean me e.g. I had to change
desk practically every day and told where to sit, usually, when I arrived in the office.
If Hughes was not around, she would leave orders with junior team members (!!!) as to where I
should be sitting. On c. 6 occasions, I had to change desk during the course of the day because the
permanent occupant arrived.
In addition, I could not divert my phone, because the permanent occupants usually had their phone
diverted to voicemail = I could NOT get calls, and consequently needed to check my voicemail.
= MORE BLATANT CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGICAL HARASSMENT.
In fact, it started as soon as the day after, when I moved in e.g. emails:


09.05.07-09h48 from Ceri Hughes: “Are you OK? Sorry I’m on the phone” If Hughes was
hoping that I would complain, thereby giving her et.al. more sadistic kicks, 5 minutes later, I
replied: “EXCELLENT!”



09.05.07-17h14 from Hughes (i.e. at the end of the day): “Sorry, I’ve not been around much
today. Hope you’ve been OK. I am still on the phone”

OF NOTE: in its 22.05.08 ‘response’ (includes my Comments) to my 17.01.08 Grievance, KPMG
ignored my capturing the events (and dismissed ALL the others it decided to ‘address’) (section 11
KPMG pg).
Given that going back and forth between SSQ and DR is not the best use of everyone's time, and I would like
you to work more closely with the rest of the team wherever possible, I think that this is a good
arrangement for the time being.

“To work more closely with the rest of the team” - As I kept repeating during my so-called
‘performance appraisal’ meeting of 24.10.07 with Peter Bassett and Kathy Woodhouse (I secretly
recorded – recording under section 9.1 KPMG pg), Hughes was actually ensuring my being cut
off.
Under Header 9.5 of my 17.01.08 Grievance I cite examples of “the team” inflicting deliberate
psychological harassment on me.
Hence, TRANSLATION: So that Ceri Hughes and her flunkeys in “her team” could monitor me
closely – including if I showed any sign of breaking up under their psychological harassment.
The other reason was to be able to report on my movements – with Ceri Hughes immediately
reporting on my departure from the office.
I concluded she was doing this to the ex. cop, Jeremy Nelson, head of KPMG UK Security (e.g.
lines 1086 to 1092, and 1139 to 1154 of my 17.01.08 Grievance) – who then passed the
information on to the State goons and Ladsky. (Nelson is also discussed under sections 3.4
and 5 KPMG pg).
(My 19.07.11 Witness Statement to Theresa May, Home Secretary, includes my reporting being
tailed as soon as I left the office, including at lunch time).
As I reported under Header 9.3 of my 17.01.08 Grievance, Ceri Hughes also had an ‘obsession’
with what I did outside of work, often disguised under the “concerned about you” ‘trump card’
(section 6(3) KPMG pg).
TO individuals who, like me, ‘dare’ to stand up against organized crime, and are currently working
in British organisations: I think you got the message: WATCH OUT!
I submit that my experience supports the findings of the Stanley Milgram’s ‘obedience
experiments’ - and in particular, the conclusion, 50 years later, that:
“people follow leaders because they see them as representative of an identity that they
share;
they don't inflict harm because they are unaware of doing wrong but because they believe
what they are doing is right”
From: “Stanley Milgram taught us we have more to fear from zealots than zombies”, The
Guardian, 1 Sep 11

The hot desk area is here on the 5th floor, on the North side (I sit just in the South area) - it's near where you
used to sit in the old RAS Central team.
Let me know what you think about this. There is a locker (completely lockable) here that you can use to store
any equipment you'd like.

The locker was next to Hughes’ desk. I could see that she was very clearly getting her sadistic kicks
from seeing me struggle to fit my work things into a very small space.
If you are amenable to this you can start this arrangement this week.
Thanks, Ceri
Ceri Hughes
Associate Director
Global Advisory Knowledge Management
…..
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